
Lockdown Projects and a new Chief Gardener 

Around 12 years ago I was guided to purchase  a few acres of contaminated land that was the result of 
mining for Barytes. 

Barytes is a heavy metal/mineral that is generally ground into a powder and used for drilling mud, a 
heavy liquid that stops the hole collapsing as it is deepened, keeps the oil and gas down and floats the 
drillings to the surface. For me the bonus is that the Crystal is good for Astral Journeying / OBE - 
https://www.healing-crystals-for-you.com/baryte.html .  

My mission is to heal the land on which nothing grows and to bring life back to it.  Over time I have 
been introduced to a team of unseen helpers and am truly astonished at what I can and have 
singlehandedly achieved and with no resistance from neighbours or authority, who are aware of what 
I do ........... 

An ancient Oak Forest by a lake is the vision for the mine 100 years from now. 

Having been persuaded to get more involved with the Dowsers, I joined the Devon Group, to ensure 
my place at the DFest and introduced myself  by e-mail to Gwynn, who suggested I might benefit from 
selecting Kate Smarts workshop at Dfest. 

And sensing that the Devon Dowsers March meeting would likely be the last one for a while and that 
Dfest might not go ahead as planned ( I had advance warning of lockdown)  I opted to attend,  because 
Kate was giving a talk entitled  ‘Working with the Elementals’.  

During the interval in Kates presentation, I briefly introduced myself, confirmed that we had a mutual 
friend who had died of CJD in 2019  and somehow said just enough for her to go a little deeper and she 
showed me a sketch she had done of the room we were in, by remote viewing it in advance. She was 
quite pleased with the detail she had been given. I noticed a couple of points referenced in the space 
the audience was sat and said ‘that would be me then’  as I pointed to the reference mark that 
indicated where I was sat.  ‘Yes and there would seem to be a couple more connections I should make’ 
she responded. 

So initial contact made and no further conversation with Kate that evening as there were several 
others wanting to talk to her after the meeting closed. 

So it was curious but I guess inevitable that I found myself in contact with Kate as our mutual friend 
came through to me –  

( the words below are generally extracted from the subsequent and ongoing email exchange ) 

Me- 

Amusingly a new team member just showed up......... . Fiona Hopes asked if she could be involved as we 
move into the re-wilding phase of healing the land. She and possibly you will be most welcome on the 
team.  

( note - Fiona was a landscape gardener based in the Malvern Hills that I had met through The 
Gatekeeper Trust. She once gave a talk about the energetics of working with copper tools to stop the 
call to the slugs and snails for grid repair, caused by using iron tools. ) 

I had not given Fiona much thought since we said goodbye and paid our respects at the last 
Gatekeeper annual bash at Pewsey but suddenly I was aware of her as you introduced yourself at the 
Devon Dowsers meeting.  

https://www.healing-crystals-for-you.com/baryte.html


So now it all makes sense as to why I should let down another group that meet on 2nd Tuesdays and 
drive to the middle of nowhere to attend my first ever Devon Dowsers meeting.  

Kates response - 

When remotely viewing a place or meeting I can sense what’s going to happen, some physical characteristics 

which allow me to identify the place as the right spot, like the ‘wings’ either side of the projector screen on 

Tuesday evening that turned out to be Devon Dowsers flags. Then I will also gather other feelings and emotions 

that arise from the place and people. I experience a connection with some people in advance and know that I 

should make contact with them; that we have some common interests, or I am asked to help them in some way. 

This is all in the earthly realm although I have seen souls that are no longer with us on occasion with very 

important messages which I pass on. So you were indeed on the little sketch I drew, you were the first person I 

‘saw’ and so I was not at all surprised that we found so much mutual interest and similarity in our perceptions. 

I would be delighted to help you in anyway I can. This morning I have spent a few minutes remote 
viewing and standing in one of the depressions, a pond although dry perhaps or maybe this is just a 
lower area in the ground. I can see a partial berm or bank with trees beyond it. I can also see an area 
on the opposite side that needs digging out and maybe discarding. I feel like I am standing on a dome 
of blue grey which makes me feel depressed/exhausted. Over to one side I can see something has been 
scraped away leaving a curious area that looks like stubble. If I move from standing on this dome at 
the centre of the dry pond and bend around something or follow a sinuous line beyond this lower area 
then I can see another interesting feature, this might be beyond you land. An energetic tightly 
stretched container of large proportions. If I look on the inside of this I can see a giant curled asleep. 
But he will help us if we wake him and ask him to breakthrough this barrier. He has come up to me 
and will do some heavy work before taking something away on his shoulders for us. There’s also a fire 
salamander in the ground somewhere that is crying out in pain as he seems to be caught in a rough 
place. If we free him he can heal this place himself and other things nearby. By the way I also get a 
clear impression of lots of reptiles maybe fossils? 
 
I see people dancing and music and celebration going on here. The other trees nearby need to be 
invited in for a big celebration. This will unite the place again and help recolonisation. Nature needs a 
voice again as it seems to be unable to be heard clearly. Perhaps we need to investigate these 
obstacles and how we can let nature sing again. We need to knit the fabric together and in so doing 
heal the land. What a wonderful place! 
 
Me - 

Thank you for your remote reading at the mine. 

I attach two pics that sit closely with what you saw,  

the grey mound and the 'stubble' or saw teeth. 



 

 

So the island might be the grey mound that sits in the lake with some soil from a neighbours garden 
sprinkled above the future water line and an indication of what is possible and the ‘saw teeth’ some 
silver sand tipped in the distance that appeared in the bottom of the lake when I shaped it in 
September of last year.This will be used to form a beach that will also hopefully hint at a heart shape 
on the future google earth image. 

I felt the bigger containment that you saw and now know the sleeping giant can be called when we are 
ready. 

When I dowsed for the location of the fire salamander, I was guided to adjoining land that overlooks 
the mine from the north. 

Imagine my surprise and delight when I got a single call from a Raven sat in an oak tree at the far edge 
of the grass.  

‘He's here’  !  



 

At an appropriate time I will connect and see how we can dissolve his sadness and bring him into the 
co-creative team. 

Kate’s response - 

I thought this would make you smile.  My maiden name is Raven.  In fact before I was married I almost 

decided to keep it instead of changing to Smart.  Some of my oldest friends still call me Raven, which 

sounds rather gothic!  And yes, the photos are what I saw! The grey mound island and the saw teeth!   

 



A few days later I sat out in the sunshine and allowed the thought to come in - 

'Lets go and call to the Fire Salamander and see if we can connect and ascertain what ails him.' 

So back to the location where the Raven called to me and dowsed the point near the oak tree where he 
had located himself. 

Call in the two Elementals on the team who had worked with the miners, ‘will you assist in connecting 
with and reassuring the Fire Salamander’ ? 

Yes. 

A connection was established with the Fire Salamander and the back story gently revealed. The 
salamander's domain was the valley where the mine waste now sits and it seems that he considered 
that he had failed to maintain its pristine nature, so the more the mine waste spread and covered the 
valley, the more he felt overwhelmed by it, eventually going to ground, withdrawing from the co 
creation process that was his remit, to hide himself below the surface of the ground and withdraw. 

Come with us and see what nature has done since your last awareness here and see the vision for the 
future that we create and that you can be a part of ............ 

A slow circular wander to take it all in and two simple questions - 

Will you join us in this venture ? 

Will you return to your role here as co creator ? 

Eventually a hesitant Yes.  

And so it begins (-: 

I have encountered the lack of trust that the nature spirits feel when I rock up all full of ideas that 
involve diggers and dumpers and this encounter was no different but in every case I have eventually 
been able to rebuild trust.  

And after a few more days, I wandered over to where the fire Salamander has been hiding, put out a 
call, connected and asked him if he would accompany me on a little walk.  

I took him to the high point on the little island that will be surrounded by water soon and asked him if 
he would base himself here and watch over the re greening of the surrounding land and be a part of 
the co creation process that always was his remit. 

He accepted to invitation (-: 

Then in early June I got a nudge from the new Chief Gardener on the team, wanting me to get on with 
things. So Fiona’s first serious input and this is what we created - 

‘Use a glass bottle and walk around the site selecting small amounts of whatever you feel drawn to 
and would like to see growing on the restored land’.  A brief explanation and permission generally 
communicated. The bottle gradually filling with flowers, grasses, shrubs and tree growth tips. When it 
was comfortably full, I was guided to fill it with water from the mine that has been through the healing 
pipe,  place it on the picnic table in the centre of the Sidhe empowered stone circle and augment it all 
with the clear quartz crystals used on the Soliton ( a 3D, dynamic crystal array ).  I could immediately 
feel the energy field around the table and within a couple of hours there was a ferment occurring (the 



mine water has a pretty low pH) that had a fragrance similar to honeysuckle ! I was to leave it cooking 
for three days. I wondered if the process would be left out through a full moon but it turned out I had 
picked the living materials exactly on a new moon ! 

 

Then a piece of copper pipe 23” long with the bottom sealed was placed by the fermenting magic for a 
day and next day it was time to fill the copper pipe with a selection of crystals gifted to me some time 
ago at a Gatekeeper convention specifically for the project (and probably the last time I saw Fiona in 
the physical) mixed in with small pieces of Barytes, to approximately two thirds fill the copper pipe. 
Then out to the island in the still dry lake that is being created and dowse for location, direction and 
angle of tilt, make a hole with a suitable bar and slide the copper tube into the hole. Can we improve 
on this ? No.  

Then add the magic ! Bless this water, bless this location, may the energy and frequencies of these 
plants be radiated out to bring life to the mine land and beyond ....... thank you Fiona, thank you team 
and all who witnessed . And it’s done. And it’s something the awakened fire salamander can look after 
especially as they now reside on the island and watch over the restoration process. 



 

 

During a recent connection, the Fire Salamander came through. It wanted to say thank you and to tell 
me that the Cosmic Copper Pipe was now integrated with two other Energetic manifestations that I 
have been guided to create at the mine.  

And now when I walk around the site mindfully, I can check in with the Fire Salamander and the new 
Chief Gardener, as well as other team members that I am more familiar with. 

Noel  

And a final word from Kate, in response to reviewing these words prior to sharing - 

After I read your email on Saturday morning and I jumped into the car to get some shopping and I put on 

some random music (Spotify) and a track came up called ‘A beautiful Mine’ by RJD2!  Honestly you can’t 

make it up!!!  



 

 

 

 

 


